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(Opposite page)
SOMEONE FROM THE PAST (AUTOPORTRAIT), 1980, 
oil on canvas, 209 x 117 cm. Courtesy Sharjah Art Foundation.

Of all the curatorial gestures that shaped the retrospective of 
Turkish artist Fahrelnissa Zeid (1901–1991)’s works at this year’s 
Sharjah Biennial 12, perhaps none was more potent than positioning 
the late princess and painter’s self-portrait to stare out a window. At 
once domineering and circumspect, Zeid’s figure in Someone from 
the Past (Autoportrait) (1980) is syncopated by the saffron-colored 
cacophony of an abstract-patterned dress, echoing her own hectic, 
kaleidoscopic abstraction monopolizing the neighboring wall. Yet 
her gaze is steady, serene—as stately as her single arched eyebrow, 
as poised as the delicate, minimally drawn hand hovering over 
her chest showing off a ring. The title hints at a kind of visitation, 
perhaps by some atavistic version of the artist herself, reactivated 
and materialized in the 1980 studio in Amman, Jordan, where the 
work was painted. If self-portraits are, by nature, at the fulcrum 
of crossed gazes—the artist looking inward, her figure projecting 
outward—then Someone from the Past (Autoportrait) is doubly 
complex. It invokes some distant, former self precisely at a moment 
when Zeid was being recontextualized by Sharjah Biennial 12 
curator Eungie Joo to take a pride of place within our contemporary 
moment—a stance underscored by the canny window-facing 
positioning of Zeid’s painting. 

Zeid’s current story is not one of rediscovery à la Saloua Raouda 
Choucair (b. 1916), a Lebanese abstract painter and sculptor who 
slipped through the cracks of art history only to be recognized later 
in life (and also the subject of a mini-retrospective in the Sharjah 
Biennial). For many, Zeid never disappeared. In Turkey, she is 
something of a national hero, credited with having accelerated the 
pace of modern art in the country, whereas in the Middle East, her 
work and legacy have been steadfastly admired and fortified by a 
select few. Like hundreds of other artists, Zeid was never completely 
written out of memory, nor has she been written into the broader 
art history of the 20th century. Much of the literature about the 
artist highlights her East/West cultural synthesis—from her noble 
Ottoman childhood steeped in Islamic and Byzantine visual 
references, to her quasi-mystical, “oriental” contribution to 1950s 
abstract painting under the wings of the Nouvelle École de Paris. 
This somewhat reductive biographical justification circumscribes 
Zeid into a succession of boxes—countercultural child of privilege, 
abstractionist, naive portraitist—robbing her not only of any kind of 
true agency, but equally ignoring what unfolds as a lifelong pursuit 
of experimentation. 

This pursuit, deftly crystallized in the variety of the Sharjah 
Biennial selection, took her from her native Istanbul at the dawn 
of the 20th century, to postwar Paris of the 1950s (as the French 
capital wrestled with New York over status as the global epicenter of 
avant-garde art), to Amman of the 1970s, where—after the death of 
her second husband, Prince Zeid bin Hussein, great-uncle of King 
Hussein of Jordan—she settled until her death in 1991. Against the 
backdrop of a country preoccupied at the time by nation-building 
and infrastructural ground-laying, reeling, even then, from the 
continuous flow of refugees fleeing neighboring violence, in 1976 
she founded the Fahrelnissa Zeid Institute of Fine Arts, in Amman, 
amid the utter absence of any national arts ecosystem. This salon 
and art school, established in her home, where the walls teemed with 
her earlier works, welcomed the handpicked artists she mentored 
with her unconventional yet inspirational zeal. Abstraction was 
their academic fare. Yet Zeid herself had initiated a rupture in her 
own practice at this same time, abandoning abstraction for the 
simple, figurative paintings—mainly portraits—of which Someone 
from the Past (Autoportrait) is emblematic. Curiously, it was at this 
very moment when Zeid started teaching others that she began 
almost de-skilling herself. As if, in the words of critic, curator and 
educator Ulrich Loock, “she had decided to restart at point zero, 
ridden of knowledge and preconceptions.” Artist Suha Shoman, 
founder of Amman’s Darat al-Funun, a privately endowed platform 
for visual arts from the Arab world, and one of Zeid’s students from 
the Institute, saw in this willful paring down her teacher’s “courage 
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to unlearn”—an astounding concluding flourish that, in her waning 
years, brought her back to a new beginning. 

Princess Fahrelnissa Zeid’s personal story, perhaps like the 
woman herself, tends to dazzle. She was born in Istanbul in 1901 
into a prominent Ottoman family of historians and diplomats on the 
paternal side, with generations of writers and calligraphers on her 
mother’s. This sturdy yet expressive family, assembled in tiers below 
their tarbouche-wearing patriarch on the rug-strewn stoop of their 
home, featured in a photographic portrait taken when Zeid was still 
a child. Seated on the lowest step, peering out of frame, the young 
Zeid seems distracted, intrigued, her hands primly folded on her lap. 
The French word “moi” accompanied by a signaling “x” is noticeably 
written on the image (today in the collection of her son, Prince Raad 
bin Zeid) along the border of the future artist’s grainy dress—already 
distinguishing herself among the distinguished. 

Encouraged to pursue the artistic talents she displayed as early 
as age 14, with a skillfully drawn portrait of her grandmother, 
Zeid quickly moved within artistic environments that were then 
dominated largely by men. She was one of the rare female graduates 
of the Istanbul Academy of Fine Arts, which she entered in 1920. Later, 
in the 1940s, she exhibited with a collective of young Turkish painters 
known as the D Group, the first group of modern painters, by Zeid’s 
account, “to achieve any prestige in Istanbul.” Their enthusiasm for 
an art that would no longer appeal exclusively to the bourgeoisie 
seemed a tantalizing contradiction to the future princess’s already 
privileged upbringing. “We were considered dangerous innovators 
and revolutionaries,” Zeid revealed in an interview with American 
author Édouard Roditi in his 1960 book Dialogues on Art, “because we 
insisted on showing our work to the masses.”

A first marriage to Turkish novelist Izzet Melih Devrim, with 
whom she traveled frequently and extensively in Europe, ended in 
divorce, though it produced two children, painter Nejad Devrim 
(1923–1995) and actress-director Şirin Devrim (1926–2011). In 1934, 
she married Prince Zeid, a Hashemite Arab, member of the Iraqi 
royal family, then Ambassador of Iraq in Ankara. “Fahrelnissa was 
a princess who never hid it,” Shoman explained to me, conjuring 
images of the globetrotting Princess Zeid accompanying her 
diplomat husband in his official duties and, at the same time, 
introducing herself into the international art scene she had glimpsed 
during her earlier travels. If Zeid’s first solo show of 170 paintings 
was held in her Istanbul home in 1944, it was not long before she had 
a spate of international gallery shows to her royal name—London 

(This page, left)
AYSHA, 1985, oil on canvas, 99 x 84.5 cm. 
Courtesy Khalid Shoman Foundation, Amman. 

(This page, right)
MOTHER, c. 1980, oil on canvas, 134 x 99 cm. 
Courtesy Khalid Shoman Foundation, Amman.

(Opposite page, top)
MY HELL, 1951, oil on canvas, 205 x 528 cm. 
Courtesy Istanbul Museum of Modern Art.
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in 1947, Paris in 1949 and throughout the 1950s and early 1960s, 
New York in 1950 and Bern, Switzerland, in 1952. Much of her life 
was spent beelining between her homes in Europe’s capital cities. 
“As long as I had still lived and worked in Turkey,” she confided to 
Roditi, “I had seemed to distrust my own artistic initiatives. I was too 
isolated, too unsure of myself. Now I feel that I am at last understood, 
whether in London or in Paris, as an artist rather than as a kind of 
freak—a lady of the Turkish feudal nobility who set her heart on 
becoming the first woman painter of her country.” 

Her early European supporters, on the contrary, seemed to fully 
trust the talents of this regal being from a far-flung land. In 1927, 
she enrolled in Paris’s Académie Ranson, in the Montparnasse 
district, to study painting with abstractionist Roger Bissière, perhaps 
best known for the stained-glass windows of French cathedrals he 
designed later in the 1950s. Zeid related an anecdote of her second 
week under the exuberant Frenchman’s tutelage in the late writer 
and art critic André Parinaud’s 1984 monograph on her work: after 
the maître repudiated one of her portraits for being too “precise,” 
praising instead the “formless, colorless, expressionless” work of 
neighboring Japanese classmates, berating Zeid for not expressing 
her “inner song,” the young artist, in tears, sought an explanation 
from the Académie director. Bissière, she learned, was applying 
his own brand of formative shock treatment: “This woman has an 
amazing talent,” he is alleged to have said. “But she is a society lady 
who is just having fun; it is my job to break her for her own sake!” 

Later, a slightly more orthodox advocate would steer this 
talent through the warring Écoles of postwar painting, as the 
Paris abstractionists divvied up the early 1950s artistic scene 
into opposing micro-camps. This advocate was art critic Charles 
Estienne (1908–1966). A member of the Nouvelle École de Paris, a 
small, predominantly French group of modernist artists and the 
critics who militantly supported them, Estienne championed lyrical 
abstraction, a strain of abstract art that favored the painterly gesture 

over calculated structure—the latter being the battle cry of the rival 
school of geometrical, or cold, abstraction, all Cartesian logic and 
codification. Perhaps more for how she painted rather than what, 
Zeid proved to be a natural fit with the tenets of the Nouvelle École 
de Paris—its expressionistic abandon, harking back to Surrealist 
automatism, its embrace of what Parinaud called the “irrational 
power of the pictorial instinct,” its focus on intuition and spiritualism. 

Amid contemporaneous publicity for the American Abstract 
Expressionists and “action painters” such as Jackson Pollock 
(1912–1956), including a 1949 Life magazine spread devoted to 
him, painting method and, more broadly, creative impulse, were 
intriguing topics in the postwar years. Estienne wrote of Zeid’s 
“mediumistic gift,” and the artist herself spoke of near trance-like 
states. “When I am painting,” she told Roditi, “I cease to be myself, to 
become part of an impersonal creative process that throws out these 
paintings much as an erupting volcano throws out rocks and lava.” 
She went on to describe being shocked not only by the “alien quality” 
of a painting, but also by the sheer mass and variety of works she had 
no recollection of having produced. 

For a 1952 group show entitled “Salon des Réalités Nouvelles” at 
Paris’s Colette Allendy Gallery, Estienne presented Zeid’s sprawling, 
2.1-by-5.3-meter painting My Hell (1951), a kaleidoscopic composition 
of reds, yellows and grays that suggests a deeper, almost surging 
sea-like space spiraling around an ominous, centrally placed black 
patch, like some consuming cavity. The shapes alternate between 
dense hatching in one corner, distending to airier triangular forms 
elsewhere on the canvas, to unravel entirely on the upper edge. 
The colors shift and swell in an odd chromatic dance. Estienne 
once again waxed lyrical about Zeid’s work of this time, igniting a 
trope about the Turkish artist that would smolder throughout most 
subsequent writing about her. Zeid, he believed, channeled some 
archaic Eastern mysticism, witnessed not only by her medium-
like creative impulses, but also by the eclectic cultural references 
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absorbed during her singular upbringing: she was a living synthesis 
of Eastern lyricism and Western modernism. Estienne even saw 
Zeid’s very attraction to abstraction as a result of the presumed 
Muslim cultural constraints prohibiting representation of living 
forms, referencing her “vocational rather than simply stylistic 
affinity to the abstract, owing to the influence of her Islamic ties 
on her art.” He traced her taste for “lyrical narration” back to “her 
people, at once archaic and up-to-date in spirit,” while spouting 
references to Ulysses and Sinbad.  

Similarly, Roditi likens Zeid to a prophetess, her eyes “like still 
and deep pools of an Oriental visionary.” Zeid, not immune to self-
orientalization, rooted her own “particular attitude to the mystery 
of artistic creation” to Sufi dervish ceremonies she attended as 
a child and “the familiar mysteries of the spiritual traditions of 
my country.” One French critic saw “the calligraphic rhythm and 
geometry in her paintings, an extension of Eastern mysticism, based 
on line and geometry renewing itself, corresponding to falling into a 
recurring trance.” 

That Zeid should have found herself cornered into an orientalist 
pigeonhole is perhaps unsurprising, given the era. Yet it sadly 
diminishes our view of her as an artist with agency, one who was 
knowingly selecting elements from the different styles and schools 
she studied—Islamic calligraphy, Arab-Persian miniatures, Roman 
mosaics, Byzantine icons, Western modernism—in an attempt 
to resist classification rather than succumb to it. Her works from 
the 1940s, for instance, share the preoccupations of the post-
Impressionist Les Nabis painters Édouard Vuillard (1868–1940) 
and Pierre Bonnard (1867–1947). My Studio, Beshiktas (1943) is like 
an experiment in depicting spatial depth: in this densely painted 
interior, the plane of the room’s wall flattens into that of the floor, 
while a receding courtyard is glimpsed through an open window 
on which a young boy is perched. Even when Zeid was in full 
abstractionist swing, she never fully adopted one style. After the 
Tragedy (1958), painted following the harrowing slaughter that year 
of her family-in-law, the Iraqi royal family, in a bloody Baghdad coup 
d’état, is a warm monochromatic canvas in which the paint is worked 
in thick, purposeful surface-layer strokes, with vague flashes of red 
glimmering below. It echoes, in technique and its disarming stillness, 
the canvas Before Birth, painted 10 years earlier in 1948, another 
deceptively calm, monochrome canvas laden with frantic surface 
ripples. In contrast, the mammoth, horizontal Break of the Atom 
and Vegetal Life (1962) harks back to My Hell of a decade earlier in 
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(Opposite page, top)
AFTER THE TRAGEDY, 1958, oil on canvas,  
70 x 183 cm. Courtesy HRH Prince Raad bin Zeid.

(Opposite page, bottom)
BEFORE BIRTH, 1948, oil on canvas, 76 x 80 cm.  
Courtesy Jordan National Gallery of Fine Arts, Amman.

(This page, top)
From the series “PALEOCRISTÁLOS,” c. 1960, bone in 
resin, 12 works, dimensions variable. Collection of HRH 
Prince Raad bin Zeid. Courtesy Sharjah Art Foundation. 

(This page, bottom)
BREAK OF THE ATOM AND VEGETAL LIFE,  
1962, oil on canvas, 210 x 540 cm. Collection of  
Zafer Yildirim. Courtesy Sharjah Art Foundation.

its mix of architecture and chaos, its hot-cold palette, its translucent 
paint and the incompletion of its surface. (Ironically, for all their 
perceived lyricism, there is something deeply scientific about both of 
the large-scale canvases—the metastasizing cells of My Hell and the 
nuclear-cyclotron world of Break of the Atom.) “She never completely 
left figuration,” proposed Joo in a May 2015 interview. “She never 
abandoned a style of abstraction in the most productive period of her 
work. She tested them through different forms.” 

Zeid’s experimental bent extended beyond painting. Shoman, 
in a June 2015 interview, recounted how, following the 1958 Iraqi 
massacre, the princess decided to devote herself to cooking and 
caring for her husband. “One day, she noticed the beauty in the 
shape of the bones of a roast chicken skeleton. She covered them 
with drawings in Chinese ink. She got so enthusiastic about it, 
she started cooking chicken in quantities and feeding everyone to 
get the bones needed to turn them into art, which she ultimately 
named paleocristálos.” In the Sharjah Biennial installation, the 
paleocristálos—bones splayed inside different colored translucent 
resin blocks—not only echo the palette of Break of the Atom, but 
also riff off the portraits, functioning like some eerie stand-in for 
the body. Portraiture, threading throughout Zeid’s oeuvre, was itself 
a site of experimentation—from her skillful adolescent homage 
to her grandmother, to the frame-filling faces of those close to her 
during the Paris years (gallerist Katia Granoff referred to her as the 
“soul thief”), to her pared-down portraits in the 1970s. When asked 
why she returned to portraits after she moved to Jordan in 1975, 
thus distancing herself from abstraction, Zeid aptly replied, “In my 
opinion, the portrait is also abstract. I am not taking a picture of a 
face; I am trying to reflect its inner world. And a person’s inner world 
is abstract.”

In the introduction to his monograph on the artist, Parinaud 
describes the disarming effect of the innocence of Zeid’s painting—
“an innocence that is the most modern of steps, one which ruptures 
and challenges all of the artistic traditions: the simple and quiet 
courage of an artist asserting herself.” There is little doubt he was 
referring to Zeid’s body of work after her move to Amman. Ironically, 
the portraits from this period appear far more mystically inspired 
than the Paris-era abstractions—doubly potent for their resemblance 
at once to charismatic Byzantine icons and wide-eyed Egyptian 
Fayum sarcophagus paintings. Yet it is these works’ succinctness 
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(Opposite page)
DIVINE PROTECTION, 1981, oil on 
canvas, 206 x 130 cm. Courtesy Khalid 
Shoman Foundation, Amman. 

(This page, top)
UNTITLED, 1966, lithograph, 50 x 37 cm. 
Courtesy Khalid Shoman Foundaton, Amman. 

(This page, bottom)
EMIR ZEID, 1967, oil on canvas, 181 x 141 cm. 
Courtesy Sharjah Art Foundation. 

and their immediacy that endow them with a tense, almost uncanny 
presence. Describing Divine Protection (1981), in which a serene 
female figure in ornate Palestinian dress places one hand over a 
child’s head, while the other clutches a daffodil, Loock concludes that 
the figure looks as though it had not been created at all, but rather 
“emerged of [Zeid’s] powers to exercise the primordial magic of an 
icon.” Zeid seems to have stripped down her art to its bare minimum, 
casting off what she had hitherto acquired, while admittedly injecting 
mistakes. “In order to give life to a portrait,” she is said to have 
counseled her students, “I intentionally make some slight mistakes.” 
Yes, she had unlearned; but she did not relinquish authorship. 

The post-1975 portraits, while relatively well known in the Middle 
East, have never really elicited similar interest elsewhere as Zeid’s 
earlier abstractions have. In a 2006 show at the Istanbul Museum 
of Modern Art alongside paintings by her son Nejad Devrim, for 
example, most of the later works were disregarded in favor of 
examining mother and son’s shared but varied approaches to 
colorful, nonrepresentational painting. Her return to figure painting 
had also been largely overlooked in a 1990 exhibition curated by 
Wolfgang Becker that traveled from the Neue Galerie–Sammlung 
Ludwig in Aachen, Germany, to Paris’s Institut du Monde Arabe. 

The slippery question of the East/West fusion rears its head in 
any survey of her work: to what degree were her oriental origins 
exoticized, neatly enlisted as fodder for the Paris abstractionists 
in furthering their cause? Taking a different angle, Iraqi-American 
academic and curator Nada Shabout included Zeid in her 2012 
show at Doha’s Mathaf: Arab Museum of Modern Art, entitled 
“Forever Now,” showcasing her as a “global artist who was not 
content with a myopic vision,” having fostered a dialogue between 
“Ottoman manuscripts, an early 20th-century French school and 
an emerging Arab art scene.” Cairo-based artist-musician Hassan 
Khan, writing an essay in the anthology Arab Art Histories (2013)—
published on the occasion of Darat al-Funun’s 25th anniversary, in 
celebration of which a survey of the Khalid Shoman Collection was 
held—maintains that Zeid’s expressionist impulses could hardly 
be representative of an individual consciousness, since the psyche 
itself is a historical construct. Taking a series of Zeid’s lithographs 
from the 1960s as his point of departure, he pinpoints in the works 
the recurring form of the politically charged Ottoman tughra—the 
sultan’s calligraphic signature. For Khan, the strength of Zeid’s 
work lies precisely in its engagement with the world on historical 
terms, rather than purely individualistic ones—a thought that runs 
entirely counter to the thinking of the Nouvelle École de Paris. 
As contemporary artists and curators continue to revisit Zeid, 
examining the intricacies of a practice spanning nearly five decades, 
they increasingly unlock new readings with deeper social, historical 
and cultural implications.

“It all goes together. And yet nothing goes together at all.” Joo’s 
rather frustrating summary of the selection of Zeid’s works in 
Sharjah Biennial 12 indicates both the artist’s extreme continuity of 
vision, alongside a passion for experimentation. Her earlier figurative 
work collapsed into deeply hued modernist paintings that then 
morphed into patterning, giving rise to her famous kaleidoscopic 
abstractions, such as Break of the Atom. At the Biennial, an emotive, 
heavily painted, scratched-surface portrait of her husband, Emir 
Zeid (1967) looked over the still, suspended skeletal remnants of 
the paleocristálos. Eschewing both personal narrative and stylistic 
chronology, the Sharjah show highlighted what is instantly read as a 
contemporary practice that straddles so much of what artists plumb 
in this present moment. Contradictions abound, and Zeid cultivated 
them knowingly—the monumental and the miniature, control and 
exuberance, an expressionistic naiveté and a cultural lucidity. In 
1953, French critic Jacques Lassaigne had captured Zeid’s spirit of 
experimentation that Joo reconstituted in 2015: “It is futile to find 
the origin of these works in Iranian miniatures, Byzantine mosaics or 
colored windows of Arabian mosques. Fahrelnissa’s art is a power in 
continuous progress.”


